CAAS Course Offerings—Winter 1977

100 INTRODUCTION TO AFROAMERICAN STUDIES (Dukes)
A general survey of the Black American experience with emphasis on current economic, political and social developments.

200 BLACK ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE CARIBBEAN AND GUYANAS (Stone)
A course designed to acquaint students with issues within these countries which pertain to economic development and the influence of U.S. involvement.

202 SURVEY OF AFROAMERICAN HISTORY II (Horton)
Afroamerican history from Reconstruction to the present with emphasis on the rise of an urban population and socio-political movements.

206 INTRODUCTION TO AFRICAN STUDIES II (Enyia)
An introduction to historical and contemporary development in Africa examined against the background of world history and world affairs.

326 THE BLACK AMERICAN FAMILY (Sudarkasa)
An examination of the structure and functioning of Afroamerican families from both historical and contemporary contexts. Emphasis is placed on efforts to maximize life chances under adverse circumstances.

327 PSYCHOLOGY OF THE BLACK EXPERIENCE (Dukes)
An analysis of the unique and consistent patterns in attitudes of Black Americans toward themselves and the external community. Attention is directed toward age-sex status differences and temporal changes.

330 AFRICAN LEADERS (Enyia)
A study of the methods and styles of contemporary African leaders with emphasis on variation in philosophy and base of power. Focus is on individuals rather than governments.

351 THE STRUGGLE FOR SOUTHERN AFRICAN (Samoff)
An analysis of power relationships in Southern Africa, the current setting, and pressures for change, with conflict as the organizing theme.

361 ARTS OF BLACK FOLK II (Lockard)
A description and illustration of the origins, nature and legitimacy of contemporary Black art and its parent, African art.

402 COMMUNITY PROJECTS (Petty)
A course requiring active participation and study in projects of change and service in the Black community.

410 SUPERVISED READING AND RESEARCH (Staff)
Adequately prepared students may arrange with specific instructors for advanced reading and research on designated topics.

412 BLACK POLITICS SINCE 1930 (Stone)
A study of the Afroamerican political struggle in the U.S., with emphasis on political groups, leaders and ideologies.

424 SOCIAL CHANGE IN AFRICA (Owusu)
An analysis of the historical roots and principal characteristic change in contemporary Africa. Emphasis is placed on the colonial setting as well as educational, political, religious and social forces.

431 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO BLACK EDUCATION (Wagaw)
A study of the development of education for Black children in the U.S., with special focus on educational needs and the learning environment.

475 EARLY AFROAMERICAN LITERATURE (Jones)
A study of the literature of Afroamericans from 1773 to 1930 with particular emphasis on post-Reconstruction and Harlem Renaissance writings.

486 MEDIA AND THE BLACK WORLD (Jones-Quartey)

510 SUPERVISED READING AND RESEARCH (Staff)
A course designed primarily for graduate level study which allows students to arrange for advanced reading and research on designated topics with specific instructors.

574 CHILD REARING IN AFRICAN SOCIETIES (Wagaw)
A discussion of the philosophal and conceptual frameworks as well as the societal goals that give rise to certain models for child rearing practices in Africa.

580 U.S. RACE RELATIONS SINCE THE CIVIL WAR (Owens)
A study of the role of race in shaping the social texture of life for Blacks and other minorities in the U.S.

626 INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION—AFRICA (Wagaw)
A lecture and discussion course primarily for elementary and secondary teachers and college or community leaders who seek background on the basic problems of national and international education.

679 AFRICAN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (Mazrui)
A survey of relations among African states and the middle East, Western Europe, the Socialist states, North America, the Indian subcontinent and the Caribbean. Also covered are the participation of other developing African states in international economic and political organizations and problems of dependency.

687 STUDIES IN BLACK HISTORY (Owens)
A historical examination of Blacks in America from the Colonial Period to the present. Focus is on the origins and effects of slavery, the Civil Rights movements and Black Nationalism.

699 INTERPRETATIONS AND METHODOLOGY (Cruse)
A study of American historiography with emphasis on Afroamerican history as a discipline: its problems and theories.